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Consistent Results
Since 1960 more than 18,000 teachers in 32
states and five countries have been trained 
in the Slingerland   Approach.

®

The success of these teaching methods has
been supported by studies at the University
of San Diego and elsewhere.  Perhaps more
important, however, is the feedback we get 
from teachers, administrators, and parents
regarding the Slingerland  Approach.

The components of the Slingerland 
Approach meet the criteria established by 
the National Reading Panel.

®

®

Phone:  425-453-1190
Fax:  425-635-7762

Email:  mail@slingerland.org
Web:  www.slingerland.org

Provide courses in the Slingerland 
Approach with properly trained directors.

®

Research the effectiveness of the Slinger-
land  Approach.®

Assist parents in obtaining help for
their children.

Make parents, school officials and the 
public aware of this special group of 
children and their potential for aca-
demic success.

Educate teachers to better identify and 
instruct children in reading, writing and 
spelling.

Slingerland  Institute for Literacy admits students of any
race, color, national and ethnic origin to all the rights, 

privileges, programs, and activities generally accorded or
 made available to students. It does not discriminate on the 
basis of race, color, national and ethnic origin in admini-
stration of its educational policies, admissions policies, 

scholarship and other programs.

®

Scan here with your smartphone 
for fast access to the Slingerland Website

.
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About the Slingerland
App oach

The Slingerland 
students with strategies for success in 
reading, writing, and spelling. 

®

It teaches students to think through the 
learning process rather than relying on 
rote memorization.

It provides instruction on oral language
development, phonological awareness,
handwriting, encoding, written language,
decoding, reading comprehension, and
fluency.

■

■

■

It creates an essential linkage when they 
simultaneously 
procedures that teach patterns for the 
automatic association of the auditor
visual and kinesthetic learning moda1-
ities.

®

The Slingerland  Institute is a 501(c)(3) non-profit
 public corporation founded in 1977 to provide 
classroom teachers with  the information and skills
 to teach students with Specific Language Disablity,
 Dyslexia and related language-learning difficulties.

®



 

The Dyslexic Child  
At least 15 percent of the children within the 
general school population fail to master lang-
uage skills at the same rate as their peers due
to specific language disability - dyslexia.  These
are bright, capable children with no primary 
emotional problems.  Their difficulty is in 
learning, retention and expression of  language
arts skills when they are taught by convention-
al methods.

The primary caregiver bears the ultimate responsi-
bility for choosing a professional and monitoring 
the student’s progress

 

 

 

  
A teacher using the Slingerland  Multisensory 

Structured Language
 
Approach should include all 

of the following in teaching sessions:
   
    
   
   
   examination of specific cognitive processes

including phonological awareness, phonological
memory, orthographic coding, and rapid naming; 
and

   
   

o Oral language
o Phonological/phonemic Awareness
o Handwriting
o Encoding
o Spelling and written language
o Decoding
o Preparation for reading
o Structured reading from the book

The session should not include workbook pages,
though the instructor may use those for reinforce- 
ment and homework

   Check the tutor's credentials.  Ask about training,
experience and references. It is important that the
tutor is a certified teacher or has expertise in the 
subject being taught. Find out whether the person
has experience working with students at your 
child's grade level. How much Slingerland 
training has the tutor received? How long has
the tutor used the Slingerland Approach?®

   The instructor should set clear goals for instruction 
and provide an instructional plan. Whenever possible,
ask your child's classroom teacher to participate in the
design of this plan so that it links to school work.  Try
to create a partnership between you, your child's 
teacher and the tutor.

          For students with a
y

Students with learning disabilities need practice
and repetition to master skills.  REMEMBER 
THAT IT TAKES TIME TO SEE IMPROVE-
MENT. DO NOT EXPECT A QUICK FIX.
   Observe your child working with the instructor. 
The session should include hands-on learning and 
be very interactive. The instructor should be guid-
ing your child through explicit, systematic instruction
and guided practice.

  Request periodic reports from both the instructor 
and your child's classroom teacher. There should
be noticeable academic improvement within a 
few months.

  Explain to your child why you think additional 
instruction is needed and what a tutor or educa-
tional therapist does. Talk about what you hope 
will be accomplished.
  Ask your child's classroom teacher or other
parents for recommendations.

  Consider interviewing several instructors with
[or without] your child. Once you narrow down
your options, your child can participate in these
meetings.(If your child is a part of the process,
he/she will be more open to accepting help.)

  If possible, schedule instruction for the times of 
the day when your child is most ready to learn. 
After-school hours are the most common time for
instruction, but this is also when students are tired
or distracted by other activities. Consider before-
school as a option. Allow for much-needed breaks
from the school routine.

The following information has been adapted from 
material posted by the Learning Disabilities

 
Assoc-

iation.

®

Finding help for your child
The diagnosis of dyslexia reflects a reading difficulty
that is unexpected for a student’s intelligence and 
exposure to teaching strategies.  It is a clinical
diagnosis generally given by a Learning Disabili-
ties Specialist, Psychologist, Neuropsychologist
or Educational Psychologist based on a thorough
examination of a number of factors including 
family history, observations of a student’s reading
and speaking and tests of reading and language. A
diagnostic assessment prcocess should be compre-
hensive and tailored so that it reflects the nature
of the problems of the student.  In general a formal
assessment should include the following:

A case history including medical, academic
developmental, behavioral, family and instru-
ctional/classroom information;
determination of overall cognitive abilities
including verbal and non-verbal skills;
educational tests for basic skills in reading
writing, spelling, written langue, and often
math, including:

○ vocabulary and syntax, phonological sound
   and symbol matching
○ single real and nonsense word decoding
○ oral and silent reading comprehension
○ fluency in oral and silent reading

■

○ spelling and handwriting, and
○ written language

clinical observations.

■

■

■

■

 learning disabilit
of two lessons per week should be scheduled. 

, such as dyslexia, a minimum

Assessing Dyslexia

   When working with a child with dyslexia or a 
language disability, it is essential that the teacher
has been trained to use teaching approaches that 
are known to address the student’s specific needs
 - such as the Slingerland  Approach to Language
 Arts.

®

Adapted from the Coordinated Campaign for Learning
Disabilities.  The Coordinated Campaign for Learning
Disabilities (CCLD) is a collaborative public awareness
effort of 7 national organizations on learning disabilities,
including LDS, and supported by the Emily Hall Tremaine
Foundation.  Visit our website: www.slingerland.org for
more information


